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College Republicans, Democrats talk
policy and issues in Student Debate

Vol. 106, no. 18

SCOPE announces
fall concert
Main performances by hip-hop artists Lil Uzi
Vert, Joey Bada$$ and opening with Aminé
By Carlos Martens
STAFF WRITER

Allison Bellucci/Staff

(Left) Members of College Republicans (left) and Democrats (right) debate topics based off
their personal views and party’s platform. (Top Right) Ricky Aiello (left) and Student Body
President Jonathan Dean (right) moderate the debate. (Bottom Right) The crowd watches
the debate in the MUB’s Strafford Room.
By Mark Kobzik
STAFF WRITER
The UNH College Democrats and Republicans participated in their ﬁrst-ever debate
on Wednesday from 8–9:30 p.m.

Legal Services
dispute up for
vote on Sunday

During the debate, which was
sponsored by The New York Times
and moderated by Student Body
President Jonathan Dean and political science and justice studies
major Ricky Aiello, members of
the two parties discussed issues
of the 2016 presidential election.

From healthcare to the elimination of ISIS, both sides discussed
why their respective parties are
best equipped to deal with the
Debate
continued on page 3

SHARPP takes back the night

Senate
continued on page 3

Scope continued on page 4

UNH President Mark Huddleston holds
open forum with Provost Nancy Targett
By Bret Belden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By Zerina
Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
Voting on a new model
for Student Legal Services
will occur at the upcoming
Student Senate meeting on
Sunday, Nov. 6. During last
Sunday’s meeting, two new
models were introduced by
the unit of Judicial Affairs
Chair Brennan Pouliot, Student Body President Jonathan Dean and Student Body
Vice President Carley Rotenberg.
After the proposal was
introduced, a Q&A and general comment session was
held. According to Dean,
Student Senate did not vote
on the proposals last Sunday
in order to allow adequate
understanding about the proposed models and to hear

The Student Committee On
Popular Entertainment (SCOPE)
is excited to present their ﬁrst
co-headlining show, featuring hit
hip-hop artists Lil Uzi Vert and
Joey Bada$$, with an opening
performance by Aminé.
“We are super pumped for
our Lil Uzi Vert, Joey Bada$$ and
Aminé show,” SCOPE Executive Director of Publicity Caitlin
Meaney said. “The artists we consider are a direct result of what
campus has shown interest in,
what music is ‘hot’ right now, and
what artist is at their peak point to
bring to campus at the moment.”
Lil Uzi Vert is an American
rapper and songwriter, gaining
fame after releasing his debut single, “Money Longer.” With a total of ﬁve mixtapes under his belt
within the past couple of years,
Lil Uzi Vert is a hip-hop force to
be reckoned with.

Joey Bada$$’ rise to fame
is credited to his debut mixtape,
“1999,” released in 2012. Inﬂuenced by 90s hip-hop heavy
weights such as Tupac Shakur,
Nas and The Notorious B.I.G.,
Joey Bada$$ has risen in the ranks
of modern hip-hop with impressive wordplay, ﬂow and reinforcing presence for greatness.
Aminé is an up-and-coming
rapper from Portland, Oregon.
New to the hip-hop scene, Aminé
has already established a following with his self-directed video
“Caroline,” ﬁlmed in his hometown of Portland, Oregon.
Even with SCOPE’s carefully planned decision and vote
for this semester’s musician, their
announcement for the fall concert was met with a wide range of
mixed reviews from the general
UNH student body.
“Who even are they?” junior
psychology major Emily Orrico

Brendon Burns/Staff

Students walk in the SHARPP march around campus.
By Colleen Irvine
STAFF WRITER
In an effort to raise awareness of sexual assault on the UNH
campus, a large group of students
met on Thompson Hall (T-Hall)
lawn at 7 p.m. on Wednesday,
Nov. 2 for the annual Take Back
the Night march.
Sponsored by the UNH
Sexual Harassment and Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP), this
event aimed to get the community

together to show sexual assault
survivors that they aren’t alone,
while also advocating for victims
with a goal to create a community
that recognizes the horrors of sexual assault.
“We are walking to raise
awareness of these issues,” senior
social work and women’s studies double major and SHARPP
Outreach Assistant Jessica Lynch
Sharpp
continued on page 3

Early afternoon on Tuesday, Nov. 2, UNH President Mark Huddleston and Provost Nancy Targett held an open forum and ﬁelded the
public’s questions with some help from the deans of each of the respective UNH colleges. The Memorial Union Building’s (MUB) Granite
State Room (GSR) was ﬁlled with students and professors alike, some
of whom approached the microphone with comments regarding issues
important to them.
After a brief introduction to the forum, the faculty was quickly
probed about the controversial allocation of unrestricted funds to the
athletic department, speciﬁcally toward the new scoreboard.
“I actually had no clue that subject was going to come up today,”
Huddleston said jokingly.
He proceeded to explain in-depth his reasoning behind the decision. It’s his job, he said, to make sure UNH Athletics sees the attention
it deserves. It’s such an integral part to this university’s identity that it
would do the community an injustice to ignore it’s growing need for
amenities.
“It’s not that we put athletics before education or any other department. It was simply the athletic department’s turn,” Huddleston said.
Of course there were disagreements on the matter. The scoreboard
situation was referred to several times throughout the forum, most often by disgruntled members of underrepresented or low-funded campus
organizations. One speciﬁc member of the arts community explained
how she and her peers felt marginalized. According to that student, the
Paul Creative Arts Center (PCAC) has suffered a lack of funding and
attention; despite being promised elevator access to the building’s third
ﬂoor, it never came.
Huddleston, with Targett’s input, continued to stress how thinly
stretched UNH’s budget is.
Forum continued on page 3
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The New Hampshire
Debate
continued from page 1
United States’ future.
There is less than a week until Election Day on Nov. 8. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton
currently leads Republican nominee Donald Trump by only two
percentage points. A few weeks
ago, Clinton had a substantial lead
over the GOP nominee that has
now diminished. With the race
as tight as it is, both UNH College Democrats and Republicans
debated each other, the future of
their parties and the country in
the Memorial Union Building’s
(MUB) Strafford Room.
The debate started off with
each member discussing why
they support their party. For the
Republicans, it had mostly to do
with their respect for hard work
and why they think the Republican Party best represents that
value.
“Hard work is very important. A hand up is much better
than a hand out,” College Republicans External Director Scott
Myers said.
On the other hand, the College Democrats stressed the ideas
of equality, respect and humanity.

College Democrats Vice President Douglas Marino stressed the
principles of social and economic
justice.
“A measure of a successful
country is helping its weakest
members,” College Democrats
President Elena Ryan said.
The first issue on the board
was healthcare. The Democrats
said that healthcare was not a
privilege but a right, while the
Republicans said that healthcare
is not mentioned as so in the
United States Constitution. Both
sides acknowledged the problems
of ObamaCare, but while the Republicans want healthcare to be a
state’s issue like RomneyCare, the
Democrats said that a single payer
system like those in other developed countries such as in Western
Europe are a better model, and
that improving ObamaCare is a
priority.
The next issue was gun control and both sides acknowledged
the need for basic background
checks. Where the differences
began was on the degree to which
the government should regulate
guns. Marino mentioned legislation that focuses on universal
background checks, proper storage, keeping weapons so they are
not readily accessible and sup-

@theNEWhampshire
SHARPP
continued from page 1
said. “We want to feel safe at
night, so we are taking back the
night.”
SHARPP also hoped to educate those who are in the dark
about sexual crimes, and aimed
to spread the word about sexual
safety at UNH.
“No one really knows that
sexual assault happens, and if they
do, they don’t know the extent of
it,” junior sociology major and
SHARPP Community Educator
Kayla Goodwin said. “At UNH,
one in four women and one in 10
men will be sexually assaulted in
one academic year on campus,
and that’s too many.”
According to the Take Back
the Night foundation website, this
nation-wide movement has been
around since the 1970s and began
as protests against pornography
and public marches against sexualized murders. The name “Take
Back the Night” was first used as
a memorial title in 1977 at an antiviolence rally, and has stuck ever
since.
This specific march was
dedicated to the survivors on the
UNH campus while also promoting awareness; it was set to show
people that these issues could affect anyone while creating a place
of refuge for those who have been
affected.
“I think it’s really important
because it raises awareness and
shows how many students here
have strong feelings about this
issue,” Lynch said. “It can affect
anyone and everyone is here to
stand together.”
According to Goodwin, almost 200 students showed up to
the event and walked in support
of ending sexualized violence and
sexual assault. Among the attend-

ees were students of all ages, races
and genders, as well as a number
of campus fraternity and sorority
members, including students from
Phi Mu Delta, Alpha Chi Omega
and the co-ed community service
fraternity Alpha Phi Omega.
This diverse crowd allowed
for a variety of support systems
in unorthodox parts of the UNH
community, proving that sexual
assault survivors are never alone.
“It’s such an important topic,
especially on a college campus
with the hookup culture,” junior
German major and Phi Mu Delta
member Michael Shea said. “It’s
important to show that we are
here for other people, especially
as a fraternity, and kind of going
out of the norms of what it means
to be a part of that section of campus.”
Though the participants may
have come from various backgrounds, Shea said he believed
they were all there for the same
reason: to end sexual violence at
UNH.
The event lasted for about
an hour as the walkers did a full
loop around the UNH campus.
Afterward, participants lit candles
in honor of survivors and people
were able to speak up and tell
their personal stories, which lead
to a harrowing, yet important moment for everyone involved.
However, Lynch said she believes that this event is only the
beginning of a brighter future for
UNH.
“We all have a voice preventing these issues,” Lynch
said about her takeaway from the
event. “Everyone together can
eventually stop this issue from
still occurring.”
Follow Colleen on Twitter @
thrutheirvine.

porting the no-fly list ban.
Republicans rebutted these
arguments by saying that liberals
aren’t specific enough. While they
agreed with universal background
checks and keeping those on the
no-fly list from buying firearms,
they expressed doubt for the efficacy of gun control legislation by
pointing out the fact that Chicago
has some of the strictest gun control legislation, yet some of the
highest crime rates.
Ryan’s response criticized
the National Rifle Association’s
(NRA) influence over the Republican Party.
The discussion moved to the
Black Lives Matter movement
and race issues in the country.
Both sides acknowledged the validity of Black Lives Matter, but
the Republicans disagreed that
police officers are racist or that
the police institutions are inherently racist. College Republicans
Internal Director Nathan Marsolais said that better police training is needed and that where police are missing, crime rises. The
Democrats repeatedly said that
systematic racism is a core issue
that needs to be addressed and
that police forces should match
their communities.
On the topic of immigration,

Forum continued from
page 1
“The PCAC’s development
is still on schedule, but we don’t
have the money to complete it any
more quickly,” Huddleston said.
One after another, students
inquired about their groups and
organizations and wanting to
know why the sports department
was put before theirs. It was uncomfortable and borderline heartbreaking at times for the individuals asking the difficult questions,
but the UNH president did his best
to ease their stress. His responses
were concise but firm, each supportive of the problems many
organizations seem to be having.
Although a few students remained

Senate
continued from page 1
opinions, questions or concerns
from the community.
“The meeting this past Sunday brought out a lot of questions,” Dean said.
Currently the attorney in
place costs the undergraduate
student body $88,000 per year.
This cost comes from the Student
Senate budget, which is funded
through the Student Activity Fee.
The attorney represents students
on both civil and criminal issues,
with various restrictions. For one
example, the attorney cannot represent students against the university. In regard to civil crimes,
the attorney can represent $5,000
worth of damages and when it
comes to criminal law, students
can only be represented on lower
class misdemeanors.
The three models that were
proposed on Sunday all differ in
in how they’re designed; each
offers a variety of services for
students and each cost a different sum. The first new model
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both Democrats and Republicans stressed the importance and
value of immigration, but both
disagreed on how to go about
dealing with the border, citizenship and deportation. The Republicans said they felt that there is a
misperception about their party as
being anti-immigration. They said
that while immigration is important, building a border and removing those who overstay visas is
crucial.
Climate change and student
debt, two topics that received
little attention in the debates between Clinton and Trump, came
up in questions from the moderators and students. Wednesday
night, there didn’t seem to be a
unified opinion between the College Democrats and Republics on
the whether the science behind
climate change is true, but they
did agree that finding clean energy solutions would be important
for the country’s future.
The Democrats said that
climate change is not only real,
but also a serious problem. Ryan
said that she thinks Clinton is not
hard enough on climate change,
but said that the Democratic platform is much better in addressing
global warming issues. The Democrats and Republicans did agree

on one specific policy in relation
to climate change and that was
giving tax breaks to companies
that invest in green energy.
The debate continued with
discussions on foreign policy and
tax policy. Student debt came up
as a core issue of the night as the
Democrats embraced Clinton’s
debt free college policy proposal,
while the Republicans were wary
of their opponents’ embrace of
universal education or policies
that they think would take away a
student’s incentive to work hard if
college were to be free.
Marino and Ryan as well
as Marsolias and his fellow College Republicans member Elizabeth Girard spoke to TNH after
the debate. They all agreed that
the event was very productive,
and that both groups share some
things in common.
“I thought it was very important for students to see where
we agree. Obviously we have
significant areas of disagreement,
but we do have areas of overlap
where we can work together. So I
think that was another thing that
was valuable for people to see,
that we didn’t necessarily see in
the presidential debates,” Marino
said.

displeased with the answers, they
couldn’t have claimed Huddleston
wasn’t straightforward with them.
As the event stretched onward, the crowd thinned. The
questions, though, became arguably more refined. Huddleston
was presented the opportunity to
comment on more than just the
university’s budget and its effect
on various communities. He was
asked about the spreading notion
of UNH’s businesslike behaviors.
“I do not in any respect consider our university to be a business, and I think that wording is
very unfortunate. It does no justice to our community,” he said.
They closed the forum after
addressing a few questions regarding the potential drop-off in

retention and graduation rates at
UNH in the future. Targett pointed out that the university has one
of the highest retention rates in
the country, graduating nearly 80
percent of its freshmen; and yet,
she and management have plans
to improve those numbers. “The
goal is to go from a place that’s already good, to a place that’s even
better,” she said.
In fact, the open forum was
held not only to answer questions,
but also to garner feedback. The
faculty prepared a list of topics
that they anticipated would come
up—not a single one from that list
did. Instead, students and faculty
made their voices heard with the
hopes of potentially changing
UNH’s priorities.

proposed is to simply remove the
current system, however, this is
not to be confused with the act of
removing Student Legal Services
entirely. Rather, the position of
the student attorney would be cut
and students would have access to
a preferred list of attorneys that
can potentially represent them.
This model would also include
what Dean calls a “revamp” of the
webpage in order to help students
make the right decision when it
comes to legal matters.
The second model is more
costly than the first, though it’s
still cheaper than funding the attorney. The model calls for removing the attorney, but providing an advisor for students. The
advisor’s role would be to help
students outline their legal problems. With this model, the list of
attorneys mentioned above would
also still be provided and placed
in various areas where students
may need it.
According to Dean, the third
and last proposal is to default back
to the current model. Though, if
someone were to propose another
model, it would be considered.

“This is not necessarily removing Student Legal Services.
We will always have some type
of help,” Dean said. According
to him, this help, at a minimum,
would be the first proposed model.
“Nobody in Student Senate
knows what you are thinking unless you express it to us,” Dean
said. “This is an interesting discussion and students fall in all different places.” According to him,
there needs to be as much knowledge as possible in order for a decision to be made.
“I’m still evaluating student
opinion on this and I would encourage anyone to come to the
meeting on Sunday,” Dean said.
Dean welcomes anyone who
would like to meet or email him
with any questions or concerns
regarding the issue to do so, and
also encourages them to attend
next Sunday’s senate meeting.
UNH’s current Student Legal
Services attorney is contracted until Dec. 31, and if one of the two
new models is passed, it would go
into effect starting Jan. 1.

4
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SCOPE
continued from page 1
Orrico said.
“I have no idea who they
are,” junior mechanical engineering major Reed Dannar
said. “But I trust that it’ll be
a decent concert based upon
SCOPE’s past concerts.”
Many students gave similar reactions of not knowing
who these musicians were.
With such a vastness of modern hip-hop artists sprouting up
left and right, it is understandable not being up to speed with
mainstream music. However,
students also expressed negative feelings toward this choice
of musicians.
“I wish there was more
variety in our concerts,” junior
family studies major Alex Kelley said. “Something fun to
sing along to.”
“I’m not feeling good
about it,” junior family studies
major Brett Graceffa said. “I
wish it wasn’t another stupid
rapper.”
On the other side of the

spectrum, students were very
excited about SCOPE’s announcement.
“I think it’s sick. He’s on
the up-and-up [Lil Uzi Vert],
all of his mixtapes have been
successful,” junior finance
and info system major Derek
Fischer said. “Joey Bada$$ is a
good rapper. He’s lyrically talented, with meaning behind his
words.”
“Oh. My. God. I love Uzi,”
sophomore Abygail Meeks said
excitedly. “I literally mentioned
to my friend how cool it would
be if Uzi came, then 20 minutes
later, SCOPE made my wish
come true.”
SCOPE’s fall concert will
be held on Thursday, Nov. 19.
If you are a fan of any of these
artists or hip-hop in general, the
energy and excitement will be
through the roof, promising a
fun and memorable evening,
full of hot beats and lyrically
charged tunes.
“For a lack of a better
word, it will be lit,” sophomore
finance major Justin Cate said.
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Fairchild Dairy Teaching and Research Center recieve Gold Quality Award
By Alycia Wilson
DESIGN EDITOR
Dairy Farmers of America
recently awarded UNH’s Fairchild Dairy Teaching and Research Center with a 2015 Gold
Quality Award. The dairy facility has received this award almost every year since the farm’s
establishment in 1989. This accomplishment by the facility is
a result of the complementary
practices used within the dairy
and the strategic structure of the
farm that aids in both the growth
development and the milk yield
of the 85 cows, most of which
are Holstein and a few are of the
Jersey breed. This quality milk
is then delivered to the Hood
Dairy Plant in Concord and consumed by many Strafford County residents.
When deciding which dairies to present the Gold Quality
Award to, Fairchild Dairy Manager Jon Whitehouse outlined
the criteria utilized by Dairy
Farmers of America. These factors primarily revolve around
somatic cell count within the
herds, sanitation of the milking
supplies and treatment of the facilities. UNH dairy has historically received a score of either
99 or 100 on random state inspections, according to Whitehouse.
Dairy Management professor Peter Erickson provided
some specific insight as to how
the sanitation of the cows is ensured.
“After milking, the students
conduct a post dip to decrease
chances of bacterial infection,”

Erickson said. This process consists of coating the udders in liquid iodine.
Once the milk has been produced, it is placed into the “bulk
tank,” Erickson said, which is
kept at 35 degrees Fahrenheit.
A sample of the milk is then
taken before it begins its bi-daily delivery to the Hood Dairy
Plant. “It is tested for various
qualities such as bacteria count
and pre-incubation count,”
Whitehouse said. These tests not
only act as an indication of the
hygiene of the machinery, but
also serve as a secondary source
of confirmation for the quality
of the milk that so many rely on.  
Apart from the upkeep of
the machinery and facilities, the
dairy’s ability to continuously
win this coveted Gold Quality
Award is rooted in the way it
nurtures and feeds its cattle.
The cows at the farm are
milked twice a day by UNH
students; once at 4:30 a.m. and
again at 3:30 p.m. The daily total milk average is approximately 85 pounds.
Erickson said that the high
yield of milk is upheld by specific feed patterns. The cattle’s
diet consists of fermented grass
and corn, which are grown in silos. Beet pulp, fermented barley
and hops are also abundant in
their diet, which Erickson said
makes the diet cheaper.
“Otherwise the barley and
hops would be added to a landfill,” Erickson said. Each cow’s
nutrient rich diet is dictated by
factors such as milk production,
weight of the cow and amount
of fat in the milk, to name a few.  
Photos by Alycia Wilson

Although both Erickson
and Whitehouse admit that the
milking procedures utilized at
the dairy deserve the bulk of
the credit for the Gold Quality
Award, the exceptional quality
of the milk would never exist
without the strategic developmental stages of the cows and
the ways in which the dairy attends to their needs.
Each of the dairy barn’s six
interconnected rows of barns
serve an integral role in the
development of the milk-producing cows. The Heifer barn
contains the mature Heifer cattle, and the calves are kept in a
separate room due to their naive
immune systems.
Once the calves reach eight
weeks of age, they are exposed
to living as a group in three
outdoor pens with two or three
other calves where they remain
for two to four weeks as they
learn to socialize as herd animals. They are then transported
to the “Teenage Barn,” where in
time, they can be transferred accordingly to either the “Lactating Barn,” “Nursing Barn” or
“Heifer Barn.”
It could definitely be said
that the UNH student body is
extremely lucky to live on a
campus where exceptional milk
is not only readily available, but
produced on the local soil. The
faculty’s knowledge and guidance, when combined with
the work ethic and unbeatable
hands-on experience welcomed
by the student milkers, account
for a significant privilege that is
not common among all universities.  
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Annual Mr. UNH event crowns winner
By Carly D’Eon
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
UNH senior Brennan Young,
aka “Mr. Sunshine,” was crowned
this year’s Mr. UNH on Tuesday,
Nov. 1. The annual event, hosted
by the Chi Omega sorority, was
held in the Memorial Union Building’s (MUB) Granite State Room
(GSR) from 7:30–9 p.m. and tickets cost $5 per person. All of the
proceeds from the event went to
the Make a Wish Foundation, Chi
Omega’s philanthropy. Up against
Young were 10 other UNH students, some of which included, Mr.
Theta Chi, Mr. NH Gents and Mr.
Football, just to name a few.
The competition kicked off
with a brief introduction of each
contestant as they proceeded into
the room with an escort from Chi
Omega while a song of their choice
played. Projector screens displayed
information about each of them,
including their names, hometowns,
relationship statuses, interesting
facts about them and their ideal
first dates.
Young made his entrance as
Mr. Sunshine in none other than
a sun costume, and he managed
to sneak a kiss on the cheek to his
grandmother sitting in the front
row. In his introduction, the crowd
learned of his hope to one day be
a pediatric “murse” (male nurse) at
Boston’s Children Hospital.
Following the introductions,
the two hosts, both Chi Omega

members, invited guest speaker
Maddie Carlson to the stage. Carlson, a senior at Goffstown High
School, has a rare form of bone
cancer and shared with the audience that her wish granted by the
foundation was to meet the cast of
“Grey’s Anatomy.” The meeting
will take place in a couple weeks.
She concluded her speech by expressing her gratitude to the Make
a Wish Foundation “for bringing so
much sunshine into a dark time.”
The competition was divided
into several sections: talent, swimsuit and formal wear. The talents
ranged from Mr. NH Gents singing
and playing the guitar to Mr. Swag
sneezing on command. For his talent, Mr. Sunshine put together a
preparation video in the form of
“America’s Got Talent,” which
included interviews with his coach
and grandmother. Low and behold,
his talent was showcased through
dancing to Beyoncé’s “Single Ladies,” dressed to character in a
black leotard. The swimsuit portion gave the contestants a chance
to introduce their escorts along
with some information about them.
Finally, the formal wear segment
was accompanied with questions
for the contestants. Mr. Sunshine,
staying true to his name sporting
bright yellow pants, was asked,
“What’s the first thing you’d do
after being crowned Mr. UNH?” A
round of “awws” from the women
in the audience followed his response of, “I’ll take my grandmother out for ice cream.”

During the second brief intermission, Libby Giordano took the
stage to share her story about her
son Joey, who received a diagnosis
of cancer at a very young age. She
spoke of his three-year struggle
with an aggressive brain tumor,
that included 31 radiation treatments and four months of chemotherapy. Joey’s wish was to go on a
Disney cruise, and Giordano said,
“At eight years old, endless mac
and cheese is ideal.”
While the judge panel combined their scores to determine
a winner, the hosts auctioned off
the various raffle prizes. Finally,
the moment everyone had been
waiting for came in which they
announced the winner. Mr. Lax
came in third place, Mr. Football
took second and Mr. Sunshine was
crowned the winner.
“I decided to participate because of the cause. I do a lot of
work with Boston Children’s
Hospital, and I just thought it’d be
great to get involved,” Young said
in an interview following his big
win. He went on to say, “It feels
very good to be the winner, and a
huge relief.”
After the show, Giordano
expressed her appreciation for the
event and its organizers.
“I’d like to compliment Chi
Omega on their willingness to continue these events, they’re not easy
to put together, and I feel lucky to
be a part of it in helping to make
kids wishes come true,” she said.

Brendon Burns/Staff

Brennan Young (pictured above) was chosen as Mr. UNH in
the annual event where all the proceeds went directly to the
Make a Wish Foundation.

Brendon Burns/Staff

The competition allowed contestants to show off in three
areas: talent, swimsuit and formal wear.
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Courtesy of Sam Warach

Classifieds
Sales Associate
Seeking motivated, reliable, and energetic
individual with excellent communication skills
for our new retail store in downtown Dover.
Great store hours and competitive wages.
Job duties include customer service, selling,
POS transactions, merchandising, and light
housekeeping.
Email allison@turnipthebeetnh.com

By Elizabeth Clemente

Managing Editor
While many UNH students
were busy planning their Halloween costumes the weekend
before last, senior Sam Warach
had just earned a free trip to Las
Vegas.
Warach, along with three
other students, won the Peter T.
Paul Entrepreneurship Center’s
(ECenter) Hackathon event on
Friday, Oct. 21. The event, sponsored by IBM and Datawatch,
lasted 20 hours and challenged
students to analyze data related
to the upcoming presidential
election. To complete the task,
participants used IBM Watson
Analytics and Datawatch software. The grand prize for the
winning team was an all-expenses paid trip to Las Vegas for the
IBM Watson Conference, which
began on Oct. 24.
“We forecasted that Trump
actually does have potential to
win the popular vote,” Warach
said in regard to his team’s efforts. “Based on the different
data that we gathered using the
softwares, we found trends that
actually showed that he had very
strong support, whereas Clinton
had a much more sporadic support base.”
According to Warach, the
conference provided a unique
chance for him and his team
members to get a taste of the professional world.
“We had an incredible opportunity to learn about Watson
Cognos, Watson analytics [and]
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essentially the world of Watson,”
he said. “Also, we had an incredible networking opportunity
with a lot of professionals that
we definitely would not have had
the opportunity to network with
otherwise.”
Envisioning professional
life after college, however, is
nothing new for Warach, who
is the current chairman of the
board of directors for UNH’s
Entrepreneurship Club, and
also a co-founder of the group.
A dual finance and international
affairs major, he’s familiar with
Durham, having graduated from
Oyster River High School in
2013.
Warach began working on
the idea for the Entrepreneurship Club with Andrew Earle, a
UNH assistant professor of strategic management and entrepreneurship, and a group of other
students in fall 2014. According
to Warach, the group now has
“about 35 members” attending
meetings weekly, where a variety of guest speakers regularly
share their experiences in the
business world.
“We like to have guest
speakers come into the club,
[such as] local entrepreneurs,
small business owners [and]
people with experience, to share
their ideas and kind of gestate
that entrepreneurial spirit that we
can share with the UNH community,” he said. “What we’re really
trying to do is bring the different
colleges together and bridge the
interdisciplinary gap to expand
the minds of UNH students and
make them more competitive for

9

the future of the workforce.”
Along with connecting students from different disciplines,
he said he believes the club can
benefit UNH students professionally, regardless of their career goals.
“For UNH, I think [the
club] doesn’t only help students
who [want to] create their own
business, it helps students who
might want to join a startup or
even join a large company, and
bring innovative and creative
ideas to improve the quality of
work at any company and keep
ideas fresh,” he said.
As the club continues its
growth on campus, Warach has
enjoyed his fair share of personal
success as well, as one of the first
four UNH students to be granted
a fellowship through the Hasso
Plattner Institute of Design at
Stanford University. Warach was
nominated for the honor by UNH
Innovation faculty, along with
three engineering students, and
is now working on a variety of
initiatives through the grant with
the other recipients.
“We’ve designed a bunch
of different products incorporating design thinking, innovation,
creativity and entrepreneurship
to really bring UNH into the top
tier of universities,” he said.
As for his career after college, Warach is trying to “keep
his opportunities open,” and said
he would like to start his own
venture before the end of the
school year, though he has already a received a job offer for
after graduation.
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Winner of 2016 Lindberg Award

David Kaye
By GABRIELLE LAMONTAGNE
STAFF WRITER
This year, UNH theater and dance professor
David Kaye received the Lindberg Award, which
recognizes an outstanding scholar and teacher.
Kaye, a Theater Department chair and London
Experience Program director, said he considers this
to be one of the highest awards that the College of
Liberal Arts (COLA) gives. He has been teaching
at UNH for 20 years now, he said, and specializes
in acting, directing and teaching theater as a social
justice.

He said that this year is the first time he has directed
the musical, which was called “Bloody Bloody Andrew Jackson.”
“I’m particularly interested in theater with politics,” Kaye said in regard to the musical. “It was
sort of the perfect musical because it was extremely
timely and very reflective of the current political
climate, particularly some of the candidates.”
Other productions Kaye has worked on include a play called “Palestinian,” and another
called “Hamlet in Seven Years.”
“I do a lot of pieces that range from classic
pieces like Shakespeare to more modern works,

“ I’ve got lots of things that I want to do. I don’t think I’m

ever going to lack for ideas and the motivation and desire to
see where those ideas take me.”
David Kaye

Professor of Theater and Dance

COURTESY PHOTO

Professor of Theater and Dance David Kaye was the winner of
this year’s Lindberg Award. Kaye is currently in his 20th year
teaching at UNH.

“About three years ago I started Power Play,
which is in theory an applied theater company and
a professional level theater company,” Kaye said,
adding that the company is UNH based under the
Theater Department.
“Its main focus is helping businesses do their
anti-sexual harassment programs, such as helping
train search committees to do more fair and equitable searches,” Kaye said. “We’ve worked with
the National Science Foundation. We created one
[program] helping scientists collaborate with each
other and another one to help scientists communicate knowledge about climate change to the general
public.”
Kaye also directs UNH student productions.

like last year we did a piece called ‘Dead Man’s
Cell Phone,’” Kaye said.
Outside of UNH, Kaye is still active in other
local theater productions. He said that he tours with
a solo show and created a solo play called “How I
Brought Peace to the Middle East: A Tragi-Comedy.”
“I packed up my family; I had a Fulbright
grant and we moved to Israel for six months,” Kaye
said of his inspiration for the solo play.
“It was an interesting time to be there because
it was at the height of the Arab Spring [a time of
revolution in the country].”
Kaye continued on page 13

Serbian composer performs experimental pieces in PCAC
By Alex LaRoza
STAFF WRITER
Serbian composer Alen Ilijic
performed two experimental pieces of music in the Bratton Recital
Hall at the UNH Paul Creative
Arts College (PCAC) on Thursday, Oct. 20. This marked the
first occasion that Ilijic has either
visited or performed in the United
States.
“I regard myself as a newmedia avant-garde composer,”
Ilijic said. “I’m a very radical and
non-compromising person, so
I wouldn’t compromise just for
money or fame.”
Radical and non-compromising might be an understatement.
“This is a man who is aware
of so many musical traditions
in the 20th century, from avantgarde to noise rock to breakbeat,” UNH music professor Rob
Haskins said. “But he is one of
the few composers I know who
can put this stuff together, and it’s
completely his.”
Haskins was the person responsible for getting Ilijic to come
to America for the first time ever.
“When I saw one of his earlier
performances on YouTube, I said,
‘I would really like this guy to
come perform for us,’” Haskins
said. It was through Facebook that
he befriended Ilijic and arranged
for him to perform at UNH.
Born in 1975 in Gevgelija,
Serbia, Ilijic learned to play

piano, guitar and percussion in
primary music school. His father
was also a music professor.
However, Ilijic said that the
turning point in his music development occurred when his father
bought him the album “EVOL”
by the legendary alternative band
Sonic Youth. “When I heard the
way they treated the sound, it was
a completely new world for me,”
Ilijic said.
From there, Ilijic said that he
was determined to study and enter
the world of modern avant-garde
classical music. He proceeded to
move to England to study film
music at Westminster University.
While studying, Ilijic was
also busy creating his own art.
“At the time that I was composing in London, I had a band
called Zealot, which was a oneman noise rock band,” he said.
After living in London, Ilijic went back to Serbia to study
composition at the University of
Belgrade’s Faculty of Music from
2006–13.
The first piece of music that
Ilijic performed on Thursday,
“Red Faces,” was a composition
for voice, piano and body movement. “The title is from Gertrude
Stein, who is one of my greatest
influences,” Ilijic said, and the
theme of the piece was the Holocaust.
“This topic is familiar to me
for many reasons, one of which is
that my family has suffered,” Ilijic said. “Me being Jewish, I lost

my granddad, his brother and my
great-granddad in Auschwitz and
Mauthausen.”
The second piece he performed, “Zealot’s song-book from
a London period,” was in homage
to this period in his life and art.
It consisted of Ilijic utilizing and
playing an alternatively tuned
guitar, voice, feedback, electronic
sound and drum loops.
“It’s reminiscent of what I
was doing in England, so it’s kind
of paying respect to younger me,”
Ilijic said.
He explained that the process
he used for composing the piece
was the same as in “Red Faces.”
“If you listen to and study what I
was doing with voices and guitar
and electronics, it’s pretty much
what I do for piano or write for
strings,” he said. “Both of those
are based on loops, and I make
loops every day.”
In addition to his music, Ilijic
is also a prolific multi-media and
visual artist, dating back to when
he started creating short films in
college.
“I had four solo exhibitions,
and I was covering social topics,”
Ilijic said. “I covered one which is
connected to my background. It’s
called “I Am Moveable (Jasenovac),” which was a concentration
camp in Croatia during the Second World War where three of my
COMPOSER
continued on page 13

Courtesy Photos

Above and Below: Serbian composer Alen Ilijic performs
his experimental pieces. Ilijic’s performance in the Bratton
Recital Hall was his first performance in the United States.
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Students gather for
Halloween film fiesta
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SPOT

with Art and Art History Dept. Chair

Craig Hood

By Michael Valotto
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
What is art? What is the ability to manifest an idea and release it from the mind out onto the physical plane of reality? This is what I contemplate. The year is 2016; the art that is embellished now holds
the expressions of life, sadness, love and beauty, with ideas being seen and encapsulated in the works
of Michelangelo, Rembrandt and Picasso to Vincent van Gogh. As time continues to unfold and drift
onward, it is the artists of now who will reveal their ideas, expressions and understanding of this world
for the people of tomorrow and the people of 100 years from now. And when that 100 years come to
pass, someone will look at a painting on a wall and he or she will ask, “Who was the artist Craig Hood?”
By Emily Young
NEWS EDITOR
UNH Spanish students gathered on Halloween night to be
spooked during the Department
of Languages, Literatures and
Cultures’ annual Spanish Halloween Party and Film. This year,
the department screened Jaume
Balagueró’s zombie movie,
“REC” (2007), a rated-R Spanish
horror film.
The event, held Monday,
Oct. 31 from 6-8:30 p.m. in room
G17 of Murkland Hall, had a
good turnout, with costumed students filling the classroom. Some
came just to enjoy the movie and
snag some free candy, while others in attendance were after extra
credit being offered by Spanish
professor Jorge Abril Sánchez.
“Feel free to come to the
front and get as much as you
want. No need to say trick-ortreat or anything,” Abril Sánchez
said, inviting attendees to some
chocolates and treats before starting the film.
Freshman information technology major Tyler St. Peter was
one student who came dressed in
costume. Sitting in the front row
with him was his younger sister
Chris, a junior at Dover High
School, who was also in costume.
“Who watches horror movies?” Abril Sánchez asked the
audience. Only two people raised
their hands, which explained why
there were so many disturbed
looking faces during the movie’s
screening.
Abril Sánchez said that in
Spain and other Spanish speaking

countries, they don’t really have a
lot of horror movies.
“It’s a cultural event. It’s
good for them [the students] to
learn more about Spanish culture,” he said of Monday’s film
screening.
Abril Sánchez explained
that in Spanish speaking countries, they celebrate Dia de Todos los Santos (All Saints Day)
on Nov. 1, which he said is a
much “more religious” holiday.
“We go to mass, pray for the
dead [and] go to the cemeteries
to pray for family,” Abril Sánchez said. “It has nothing to do
with folk lore.”
“In Spain, people get disguised for Carnival, not Halloween,” he said. “But people are
adopting this tradition [Halloween] now.”
The movie, “REC,” is about
a reporter and cameraman who
record an outbreak of a disease
that turns people cannibalistic.
Though horrifying, the film was
not gruesome enough to ruin attendees’ appetites, as the free
candy bowls diminished quickly.
Halloween was on a Monday this year, and thus was not
an ideal time for partygoers. The
Spanish Halloween Party and
Film event was a great way for
students to celebrate the holiday
without straying from academics. Students got to dress up,
enjoy a scary movie and participate in an event that not only increased their knowledge but also
expanded upon their cultural
awareness.
Follow Emily on Twitter
@emilycyoung.

Besides for being a painter and drawer, Hood is currently a professor of art and the chair of the
UNH Department of Art and Art History.
The interview below has been edited for clarity.
Q: Could you tell me what you do outside of school?
A: Yeah! I’m a painter and I make paintings and drawings. I have a gallery in Montreal. I’m currently exhibiting in at least two or three different places. I’m in a group show in Indiana right now, also
in a group exhibition in my gallery in Montreal.
Q: How does it feel to have your own art show?
A: Great! [Chuckles].
Q: Can you elaborate on that?
A: This is really what it’s all about. If you’re a musician, the whole reason you work is to perform.
If you’re a dramatist, or an actor, everything you do is directed at the moment that your work becomes
public. I’ve always regarded it as a real opportunity to be in front of the public and I suppose; share my
idea of what life is all about and also what art is all about.
Q: What is your idea of a work of art?
A: That’s an interesting question, but it’s also not a question you can answer in one or two sentences.
That is a very long conversation and I would also say it is an answer that only somebody can get in front
of my work, in front of my painting. The painting itself is my idea of art, and anything that I can do to describe the painting is an effort encourage people to be sympathetic.
Q: Can you tell me where the inspiration for your paintings
comes from?
A: Oh I think it just comes from living. I’m 64 years old, so I
feel that actually a lot of what I paint about is when I was your age,
when I was in college. That I didn’t have enough skill to represent.
And it’s not just things that are happening to me currently, but accumulated experiences
of living. My observations about the visual
world, also the way in
which people behave,
and also my own emotional life.
Q: Do you remember your first
gallery, your first exHOOD continued
on page 12

586 Calef Highway
Suite 1 Barrington,
NH 03824
[603] 664-5671

ACCOUNTANT
FRI & SAT 3:50 9:50PM
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Doctor Strange
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Emily Young/ Staff

Above: St. Peter (left, in Grim Reaper mask) and his sister
Chris (right, in lime green) wait for the movie to start after
getting their treats.
Below: Anxious-looking students with their eyes glued to
the projector screen.
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Above: Painting, “Dusty Road” by Craig Hood.
Below: Painting, “Man Struggling in Landscape” by Craig
Hood.
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GOT J-term?
By Emily Young
NEWS EDITOR
The UNH January term (Jterm) course schedule became
available to students on Friday,
Oct. 15 and registration opened on
Monday, Oct. 24. Having survived
midterms, it’s time for students to
consider spring scheduling, and
many undergraduates may be
looking to knock a discovery requirement out of the way.
“If [a professor] is trying to
offer a class that students need to
take in order to graduate, J-term is
a good time to do that,” Registrar’s
Office Academic Student Services
Assistant Brianna Smith said.
Out of dozens of options,
one class that is new to J-term this
2016-17 academic year is Game
of Thrones: Power and Politics in
Renaissance Europe (HIST 498),
taught by history professor Elizabeth Mellyn. The class also fulfills
a historical perspectives discovery
requirement.
“I plan on using the themes of
the series [‘Game of Thrones’] as
a launching pad for studying similar themes in European history,”
Mellyn said, adding that the class
will focus on the “turbulent” 16th
century.
In addition to reviewing
posted lectures establishing historical context and important concepts, students will read texts that
address power and sovereignty.
Grading for the class will be discussion centered, with students
answering short questions, reading peer responses and responding
to at least one other person.
This will be Mellyn’s first
time teaching an online J-term
class. She said she has learned that
many students build their schedules by scrolling through UNH’s
course search “looking for titles

that pique their interest.”
“I realized immediately that
I had to start with my stuffy old
course titles,” Mellyn said in regard to redesigning her classes to
attract students. She said that a
student in one of her classes came
up with the idea to name the J-term
course after “Game of Thrones.”
Having recently started
watching the HBO series and
reading the “Song of Ice and Fire”
books, Mellyn has admittedly become a “Game of Thrones” fan.
“Frankly, I can’t get enough of it,”
she said. “Hands down my favorite character is Ned Stark.”
“‘Game of Thrones’ seems
to be playing a similar role in the
imaginations of young and old
alike, drawing them back to Europe’s bloody past,” Mellyn said.
“George R. R. Martin based his
narrative on actual people and
events in European history… The
themes he introduces are perennial
and speak both to the deeper parts
of our human nature as well as the
big questions all societies grapple
with.”
Though “familiarity with the
book or cable series will certainly
make the class more fun,” it is not
necessary to have read or watched
“Game of Thrones” in order to
succeed, Mellyn said.
The deadline for students to
enroll in a J-term class is Dec. 23,
with Jan. 3 being the last day to
add or drop classes on Webcat. No
RAC number, instructor or advisor signature is required to sign up
for a J-term class, according to the
university’s website.
Winter is coming, and with it
comes J-term. Don’t be left in the
cold where the White Walkers can
get you; sign up for Mellyn’s class
before it’s too late.
Follow Emily on Twitter
@emilycyoung.
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NETFLIX ORIGINAL ‘Black Mirror’
By Carlos Martens
STAFF WRITER

Those looking for a new
show to watch should check out
“Black Mirror” on Netflix. This
is a series that is so intense it
is actually intimidating. You’ll
be left contemplating whether
you can handle another episode.
Considered the “Twilight Zone”
for the digital age, “Black Mirror” is a British sci-fi anthology
addressing the darker side of
technology by showcasing believable situations influenced by
near-future, foreseeable software
and gadgets.
Created by Charlie Brooker,
the first two seasons were released in 2011. The series went
through a slow process of appreciation, steadily becoming recognized and eventually landing a
spot on Netflix’s queue. The popularity that ensued helped Netflix’s decision to commission a
third season, which was released
Oct. 21, 2016. Featuring standalone dramas, every episode is
a piercing, enthralling, satirical

HOOD
continued from page 11
hibit?
A: My first exhibit was in
the front windows of a clothing store in my hometown that I
worked in as a [stock boy] for a
couple of years.
Q: How old were you?
A: When I worked there I
was 16 and 17, and when I exhibited there was when I was in
college. I brought some work
home from school when I was
about 22 or 23.
Q: What was that [your
first exhibit] like?
A: It was the same [as an
exhibit now], it was exciting
[chuckles]. If you’re an artist,
you like attention and that’s just
part of it. As uncomfortable and
nerve-racking and sometimes
embarrassing and disappointing
as it can be, I mean, you [the
artist] make artwork, there’s no
guarantee people are going to
like it. I’ve stood in a gallery and
watched people drift by my work
without barley looking at it. I’ve
experienced some success and
some gratification, but also a lot
of disappointment when I work
very hard on things and people
either weren’t sympathetic to it
or didn’t understand.

Courtesy Photo

Part of a flyer for the new online-only J-term history
course inspired by HBO’s hit series and George R.R. Martin’s brainchild, “Game of Thrones.”
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Q: Could you describe
your style of painting in your
own way?
A: No, I don’t think I could.
I can describe generally what

@thenewhampshire

tale exploring techno-paranoia
and the unanticipated consequences of new technologies.
With each story featuring its own
cast of characters involved in a
unique plot, the series caters to
most audiences.

“Black Mirror” will
creep underneath
your skin and slowly gnaw away at the
optimism you’ve
built up, until
you’re left wallowing in insecure and
anxious despair.

In an interview with The
Guardian, Brooker explained
his series’ title. “If technology
is a drug –and it does feel like
a drug– then what, precisely, are
the side effects? This area –between delight and discomfort– is
I do. I am a narrative figure
painter. I paint and draw figures
in landscapes; that’s the subject
matter I deal with. I can describe
what I’m attempting to do, which
is to put forth an idea of what it
was like to live in the world. I
like a beautiful painting, a really
vital, alive, challenging painting,
better than any reticular style of
painting. My dad used to ask me
the same question [chuckles];
because I think he was trying to
figure out what I was doing.
Q: Where do you think
creativity comes from?
A: I think it comes natural
to most people. I think it is a
part of being human, and I think
a part of being an artist is being a
good human being, be willing to
be a human being and share the
whole spectrum of feelings and
emotions and expressions that
are associated with that.
Talent and the ability to be
creative grows like a weed everywhere. I think, unfortunately,
people sometimes have a very
exclusive and very narrow attitude of what being a good artist is. That has real impact on
young artists. I think that a lot
of the student artists that I meet
are unnecessarily reserved about
their talent or unnecessarily insecure. I think maybe [student
artists] haven’t had the kind of
pretty, facile kind of ability people like to see.
Q: Can you tell me how
you became secure as an artist?

where ‘Black Mirror,’ my new
drama series, is set. The ‘Black
Mirror’ of the title is the one
you’ll find on every wall, on every desk, in the palm of every
hand: the cold, shiny screen of a
TV, a monitor, a smartphone,” he
was quoted in the article.
“Black Mirror” will creep
underneath your skin and slowly gnaw away at the optimism
you’ve built up, until you’re
left wallowing in insecure and
anxious despair. By the time the
credits roll, you’ll find yourself
in an existential crisis, contemplating our obsession with technology and the image we attempt
to portray through it. Every episode pulls a different heartstring,
resulting in an uncomfortable
vibration of stress and angst.
You’ll hate it and you’ll love
it, always questioning why you
continue to put yourself through
this quick injection of trauma.
But curiosity constantly prods
the edges of the mind, and inevitably, you’ll be pressing the play
button to tap into another dark
and twisting path.

A: I’m still not completely
secure, okay [chuckles], I want
to admit that. It was pretty rough
sledding. I think mostly it was
just simply doing so much work
over so many years that after a
while it gets to be like breathing.
I think that after you get comfortable with living that way and
you get comfortable in your own
commitment, your enjoyment in
it; you earn a level of self respect
that makes it a little bit easier to
put up with people’s opinions
and some of the challenges and
difficulties that come with being
an artist.
Q: What is your greatest
accomplishment as an artist?
A: I haven’t thought about
that actually, but I think it might
be simply making a kind of work
of art that is my own that doesn’t
look like somebody else’s. This
is something that came over
many years and decades of working. I didn’t start out to be novel,
to be different, to be original or
anything, but I think I ended up
that way.
Some people like my work,
some people don’t, but I think I
can say for myself that I made
something that was my own and
I think that’s probably the best
thing that an artist can say.
Q: What does that feel like
to you?
A: It feels good! [Chuckles].
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continued from page 10
family members lost their
lives.”
Themes of war and human atrocity show up again and
again in Ilijic’s work, from “Red
Faces” to “I Breathe With You,”
a performance-art piece protesting the death of Eric Garner,
an African-American man who
was controversially killed by the
New York Police.
“Well I’m actually very angry, because I’m very concerned
about where we’re going as humans,” Ilijic said. “And I don’t
feel very secure when I see what
is happening in Europe these
days, the rise of fascism and
growth of the right-wing.”
Nevertheless, Ilijic remains
optimistic about the state of
America. He said, “I think you
have a great country full of different nationalities and backgrounds. And you are all together. And this is something which
is very rare in Europe.”
Ilijic said he has big plans
for the future. “I’m writing muKaye
continued from page 10
Kaye said that this solo play
was performed at the the United
Solo Festival in New York City
last year, and that now he has
“performances coming in from
all over the country.”
He also spoke of his work
in the New Hampshire Seacoast
community, which has included
directing multiple summer musicals at Prescott Park in downtown Portsmouth.
“I perform when I can but
it’s tough, acting in a production
takes more of a time commitment than directing,” he said.
Kaye said that he felt grateful to win the Lindberg Award
and that he was nominated by
psychology professor and former COLA Dean, Kenneth Fuld.
He said this was the second time
he has been nominated, the first
time being by history professor
Jeffrey Bolster last year.
The Lindberg Award winner is required to present the
Lindberg lecture. “A great deal
of anxiety, sweat and tears [goes
into the lecture],” Kaye said.
“This is one of the two most
nerve-wracking experiences I’ve
had in the past few years.”
“It was a struggle to figure
out even what I wanted to talk
about and come up with something that I thought would be
worthy to put in front of my esteemed colleagues,” Kaye said.
“I ended up thinking this was a
really horrible idea that they selected me to begin with, which
actually became the topic of my
lecture, which was called ‘This
Was A Bad Idea: Life vs. Theater
and the Creative Abyss.’”
Kaye explained that in
almost every project he has
worked on, he hits a point where
he thinks, “This was a horrible
idea.”
“The way I talked about it
in the lecture is that all of our
ideas are like we’re Albert Einstein and this is because it lives
in our head. Sooner or later life
has to be added to that idea and

sic for Karin De Fleyt, she is
one of the greatest flutists alive
today. And in April [2017] I’ll
go back to England and do a
comeback gig with my noise
rock stuff at the Hope & Anchor
club,” he said.
Though he left the United
States a week after the PCAC
event on Thursday, Oct. 27, Ilijic has been granted a 10 year
visa in America, thanks to the
help from Haskins. He currently
lives in Belgrade, Serbia with his
wife, Milica.
“My wife Milica was the
first curator/art historian to write
about my art and music, spotting the authenticity of my work
when no one did in my country
and Europe,” Ilijic said. “Milica’s opinion, knowledge and her
contribution to my work in general is invaluable.”
Those interested in learning
more about Ilijic and his art can
follow him on Facebook, https://
soundcloud.com/alenilijic,
https://www.youtube.com/user/
AlenIlijic; and his Musicglue
website: https://www.musicglue.
com/alenilijic/.
when that happens, at first, life
just shoots your idea full of
holes,” Kaye said. “It seems like
it always has to go through that
horrible, bad idea period. To me,
though, that’s the excitement of
creating anything.”
However, Kaye said that
he doesn’t guarantee it will ever
leave that period.
“It doesn’t always turn out
well,” he said.
“This famous theater director Harold Clureman, despite being one of the most successful,
illustrious directors of the 20th
century, didn’t have that many
hits and he used to get very irritated because people only wanted to talk about his successes. He
said, ‘Let’s talk about the things
that were awful because that’s
where I learned everything that
led to me to doing the things that
were hits,’” Kaye said.
“Things that grow, grow out
of muck. If you have no muck
you have nothing that nourishes
the things that are really going to
be great,” he said.
Kaye said that he doesn’t
believe the end result is the most
important in creative work. “I
feel the test of ideas is not so
much whether in the end it was
good or bad but what did you
learn from it,” he said.
Overall, he said he really
enjoys his work and research.
“I’m really lucky to work in
the field that I work in because
every project is completely
unique. It’s the perfect place for
a person who loves to do different things very continuously,” he
said.
Upcoming projects that
Kaye said he is already working
on include a “submersion theater
piece,” a short film he wants to
direct, a play called “Rossum’s
Universal Robots” or “RUR”
and a Czech play that he wants
to turn into a “Steam Punk musical.”
“I’ve got lots of things that I
want to do. I don’t think I’m ever
going to lack for ideas and the
motivation or desire to see where
those ideas take me,” Kaye said.
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Newsroom Noise presents...

Songs we love to hate and hate to love
Emily
“Sorry” - Justin Bieber

Elizabeth
“Work” - Rihanna

Brian
“Closer”
- The Chainsmokers

Alycia
“Paper Planes” - M.I.A.

Zack
“Hello” - Adele
Tyler
“The Wire” -Haim
Abbi
“5 O’Clock” - T-Pain

What’s your Love/
Hate song?

Andrew
“Father Stretch my
Hands Pt.1”- Kanye West
Allie
“If I Ain’t got You”
- Alicia Keyes
Colleen
“22” - Taylor Swift
Tweet your song at
@thenewhampshire or hashtag
#TNHnoise, and don’t forget to check out
“TNH’s Love/Hate Songs” on Spotify!

#InstaTNH
Snapshots from campus

Please

Recycle

TNH
loves
trees.
Recycle this
paper when
you’re finished.
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Follow us

@thenewhampshire
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UNH students hit the ice for annual Halloween skate

Blake Wasson/Contributing

UNH students skating at the Whitt during the “Halloween
skate.”
By Blake Wasson
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As
Halloween
music
echoed throughout the Whittemore Center’s (Whitt) ice skating rink, around 150 students
gathered together, on and off the
ice, to participate in some festivities pertaining to the holiday.
On Monday, Oct. 31, in
celebration of Halloween night,
the Whitt’s ice rink was open

to students for skating and other activities, including cookie
decorating, snacking on cider
and donuts, and even free pumpkins were provided. Although it
wasn’t required, students were
encouraged to arrive in costume
to take part in the festivities.
According to Whitt Event
Manager Hayley Parson, the annual event first started in 2008.
Funded through Campus
Recreation, the event managers

work with student staff members
to host themed skates and other
events throughout the school
year.
“By having Campus Recreation manage the [Whitt], we
ensure students have access to
use the space,” Director of Campus Recreation Stacey Hall said.
“This typically is in the form
of special events, like Halloween skate, open skate times and
Stick and Puck times.”
UNH students, faculty, staff
and Recreation pass holders can
attend the open skates held every Monday, Wednesday and
Thursday at 10 a.m. and again
at 6 p.m. On Tuesdays and Sundays, the rink is open to Stick
and Puck in the afternoons. Students are free to bring their own
skates, while it’s also possible to
rent skates at the Whitt Public
Skate lobby for $3.
“I have been to the Christmas and Halloween skate every
year since freshman year,” UNH
senior Mikey Cardoso said. “I’ve
made plenty of friends there. It’s
a good little workout and nice to
hang out with friends.”
Also in attendance was junior Scott Gilman.
“I have been going to the
Whitt since freshman year,” Gilman said. “I free-skate about

twice a week, I go to Stick and
Puck a couple times a month.”
Open rink at the Whitt has
created a small community on
campus that allows students and
faculty of all skill levels to get
involved and meet new people.
“Besides getting out of the
dorm, it’s nice to meet some new
faces and create friendships,”
Gilman said. “Also, when you
have a stressful week, it’s nice
to relax and do your own thing
on the ice.”

If you missed out on Monday’s event, there are still plenty
of opportunities to strap on the
skates and hit the ice.
“Campus Rec puts on several themed skates over the
course of the year,” Parsons
said. “We host a Holiday skate
for the community in December,
a Welcome Back skate in January, a Valentines Day skate in
February and a Luau skate in
March.”

Blake Wasson/Contributing

UNH students taking a break from skating to enjoy some
cookies, cider, donuts and more.
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From the Editor’s Desk

O

One voice can change the world

n Wednesday night
the College Republicans and Democrats held a debate
completely run by
students. Three students represented each club, the moderators
were students and students in the
audience submitted all the questions. As part of the planning process, I wasn’t sure what to expect.
Although our opinion section is
open to all students, UNH community members and Durham
residents, we haven’t had much
of a right-leaning presence in The
New Hampshire this semester.
Because of this, my knowledge of
what students who more strongly
afﬁliate with the Republican party
think about different issues was
minimal.

there are so many college students
that do this so well. Everyday my
social media feeds are ﬁlled with
statuses and articles posted by a
variety of different UNH student
opinions on multiple topics.
What I then soon realized

Being aware that all opinions matter
is important because they can help you
shape your own.
was how impressive this is. Having a belief or judgment formed
about a topic, not necessarily
based only on fact, but based on
one’s internal feelings and experiences is not only vital to an
educated community, but takes a
brave voice to put forth into the

I encourage all students to establish a personal moral belief system because your opinion
matters.
After the debate, I felt as if I
have a pretty decent understanding on what it means to be a right
side millennial. When leaving the
debate, it wasn’t the different topics discussed or the conﬂicting
views of the Republican vs. Democrats that left a standing impression, but how well each student
was able to articulate their opinions. And then, I realized, that

establish a personal moral belief
system because your opinion matters. Never hold back your opinions, but always have a strong
reason to support them. Although
it is easier to just regurgitate
trendy beliefs, you will only be

world. Expressing opinion is one
of the most important aspects to
helping society progress. It can
ignite change and communicate
belief. The most important thing
expressing an opinion does is
help you deﬁne the person you
are. Opinion shows knowledge. It
shows determination, shapes ideology and action.
I encourage all students to

doing yourself a disservice. Receiving hostile or opposing responses after sharing a standpoint
can be difﬁcult or discouraging,
but it is so important to embrace
your views; this will only make
you a stronger individual.
We must remember that we
are college students. Our minds
and our knowledge of worldly
issues are expanding. Being
aware that all opinions matter is
important because they can help
you shape your own. It is important to change and shift opinions
over time as you experience new
things, people and places. Read
often, listen to others and never
back down from what you believe
in. Your one voice could change
the world.

Best,
Allison Bellucci
Executive Editor
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Thumbs up

There’s no I...
Annie Get Your Gun: another musical comedy to die (laughing) for! The over-exaggerated
superficial love and competing
business stories of this film and
Broadway show are hilarious
throughout and extremely entertaining. In fact, the childish tone
of the song, “Anything You Can
Do, I Can Do Better” shows the
more superficial aspects of some
competition, even in the adult
world. In real life, we might not
use those words, or react in the
such dramatic ways to some of
the show’s situations, but the basis for our behavior is there.
“[Annie:] Anything you can
do I can do better./I can do anything better than you./ [Frank:]
No, you can’t./ [Annie:] Yes, I
can./ [Frank:] No, you can’t./
[Annie:] Yes, I can./ [Frank:] No,
you can’t./ [Annie:] Yes, I can!
Yes, I can!/ [Frank:] Anything
you can be I can be greater./
Sooner or later I’m greater than
you./ [Annie:] No, you’re not./
[Frank:] Yes, I am./ [Annie:]
No, you’re not./ [Frank:] Yes, I
am./ [Annie:] No, you’re not./
[Frank:] Yes, I am, yes I am!”
In college (particularly
those of us in the Paul College),
we’re taught how to market ourselves as “competitive,” as well
as how to beat competition for
products in the marketplace.
However, we need to remember
that an important part of that
is remaining civil, or “sportsmanlike” as in the main arena
of competition: sports. Just as
each team’s players shake hands
at the end of a game or match,
so should people looking to get
hired or to keep the best ratings
in the market remain kind to each
other. Not only will it lend us the
air of generosity and kindness
that is more likely to help us get
hired, but it also is an extremely
useful skill in cooperative settings, as most jobs involve these
days. Particularly in the merging
of two companies. Though there
is some light-hearted banter in
the song, the two in this musical
comedy take their personal com-

musing on music

Gabrielle Lamontagne
petition a little too far.
“[Frank:] I can shoot a partridge with a single cartridge./
[Annie:] I can get a sparrow with
a bow and arrow./ [Frank:] I can
live on bread and cheese./ [Annie:] And only on that?/ [Frank:]
Yes./ [Annie:] So can a rat.”
Although I’ve chosen to
highlight some of the more comedic lyrics to this song, the
majority of the song involves literal competitions –mostly in vocal tone and usage– between the
two main characters. They start
out with friendly manners each
round but end up in an immature
temper-tantrum by the end of
most verses.
This reminds me of certain
political candidates throughout the years, which is why I
very much appreciated the good
sportsmanship and lack (of noticeable, anyway) mud-raking
in the Obama-McCain election,
even though I did not yet have
the power to vote. This particular election season –not just with
the presidential candidates– has
involved some heavy fingerpointing tactics that make my
heart heavy and my brain cringe.
I think it’s somewhat well defined by the phrase from Jane
Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice,”
“If you had behaved in a more
gentleman-like manner.” If only
politicians could exhibit some
more gentleman-like behavior,
particularly during election season, it might be a more comfortable time for the citizens who
have to choose between them. It

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

might also help to keep tensions
and political debates between
family members on the at a lowkey level.
“[Frank:] I can drink my liquor faster than a flicker./ [Annie:] I can do it quicker and get
even sicker./ [Frank:] I can open
any safe./ [Annie:] Without being caught?/ [Frank:] Sure./ [Annie:] That’s what I thought, ya
crook!”
In the end of the film or
show –not by the end of the
song– the two reconcile and figure out a way to work together.
Although it’s a bit contrived,
for the sake of keeping the same
exaggeration level throughout
the musical, it works for them.
The camaraderie that is shared
between the two is something
everyone should strive for–if not
necessarily the hap-hazard way
in which they achieved it.
It’s a silly movie, but it does
show some very distinct and
real, if hyperbolized, life situations. Don’t fall into the trap of
contradiction for the sake of contradiction. Have a point and argue it intelligently. However, try
to sometimes agree to disagree
before the discussion gets out of
hand and emotions start getting
involved, because that can save
a lot of grief and improve longterm acquaintanceships. Finding
a common ground can help, too.
“[Frank:] I can jump a hurdle./ [Annie:] I can wear a girdle./ [Frank:] I can knit a sweater./ [Annie:] I can fill it better./
[Frank:] I can do most anything./
[Annie:] Can you bake a pie?/
[Frank:] No./ [Annie:] Neither
can I.
On the other hand, don’t be
afraid to call someone’s bluff
for bragging too much. No one
needs that much narcissism.
Just don’t be mean about it either. Don’t ruin your potential
for friendship by being aloof,
condescending, or by heckling
those you consider to be aloof
or condescending. Don’t forget
to retain those “gentleman-like”
manners!

Letter to the Editor

Thumbs down
Thumbs up to game seven of the
World Series.
Thumbs down to baseball being
over.
Thumbs up to rowing.
Thumbs down to having holes in
your boat.
Thumbs up to No Shave
November.
Thumbs down to getting food
stuck in your beard.
Thumbs up to finally being old
enough to vote in this election.
Thumbs down to Tuesday being
your busiest day of the week.

Thumbs up to bagels.
Thumbs down to moldy cream
cheese.

Thumbs up to ripped jeans.
Thumbs down to chilly knees.

Reviewing Ayotte’s campaign rhetoric
As we approach the final
days of this election, reviewing
Kelly Ayotte’s campaign rhetoric and her Senate voting record
seems most appropriate. [Ayotte’s] website states the following: Kelly is working to make
college affordable. But on June
6, 2015, Kelly voted against
tying interest rates on student
loans to the 10 year Treasury

borrowing rate + four percent,
and against another bill to extend
the 3.4 percent fixed rate on federal student loans. On July 10,
2015, she again voted to prohibit
the Senate from considering this
legislation. On July 24, 2015,
[Ayotte] voted against lowering the cap on student loans interest from 8.25 percent to 6.8
percent. Also, on July 24, 2015,

Got Opinions?

she voted against setting federal
student loan interest rates at the
10 year Treasury rate + 2.05 percent. Please register and vote for
Maggie Hassan for U.S. Senate
on Tuesday, Nov. 8, 2016.
- Richard J. Daschbach
UNH Athletic Events Staff

Thumbs up to realizing winter
break isn’t that far away.
Thumbs down to then realizing
how soon finals are.

Thumbs up to SCOPE.

Please

Send yours to tnh.editor@unh.
edu to be published in TNH
Recycle

Thumbs down to being out of
town for the fall concert.
Thumbs up/Thumbs down represents the collective opinion of The
New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the opinion
of the student body. But it more than likely does.
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Letters to the Editor
‘America does not need another black mark upon its flag’
As a former Republican,
I am frightened by what I hear
coming from Donald Trump and
the GOP. I have switched to being an independent because I
cannot condone Trump’s rhetoric and everything that he stands
for. But not supporting Trump
goes beyond voting; it also means
we hold Trump and the GOP accountable. That’s why I chose
to partake in the occupation of a
GOP office last week in Concord,

New Hampshire. The experience
of occupying a space with the intent of sending a political message
through peaceful methods, was
exhilarating and scary at the same
time. I had never done something
like that before and I had no idea
what to expect, however I knew
I was fed up with the way the
political agenda was playing out
and I needed to play some part in
preventing Trump from becoming President of the United States.

‘Voting for honesty’
To the Editor,
I urge your readers to vote
for Carol Shea-Porter for Congress. Shea-Porter has spent
her professional life serving
others, and first ran for office
“for the rest of us,” to keep us
a land of opportunity and fairness. She sees that so many of
our problems are rooted in big
money in politics—and understands the importance of getting
it out. She has never accepted
corporate PAC money or taken
money from DC lobbyists. In
Congress, she co-sponsored the
DISCLOSE Act, which requires
donors to reveal themselves and
which bans foreign-controlled
corporations from funding US
elections. [Shea-Porter] also
co-sponsored the Fair Elections
Now Act, which would enact
public financing of elections for
those candidates who can gather
enough voter support, countering the influence of corporate

special interests and the wealthy,
so all have an equal voice.
[Shea-Porter] stands in
sharp contrast to the shameless
Congressman Frank Guinta,
whom the Union Leader called
a “damned liar” for having lied
to us for five years, claiming not
to have been under investigation
by the Federal Election Commission (FEC) and to have been
“100 percent cleared.” In fact, he
was being investigated all along,
and the FEC found him guilty
in 2015 of taking $355,000 illegally from his parents, fined him
$15,000, and made him pay it
all back. Guinta’s dishonesty is
breathtaking.
Please join me in voting for
honesty—Shea-Porter for Congress, for whom public office is
a public trust. She has never disappointed us.
- Dudley Dudley
Durham resident

Follow

us on
TWITTER

@thenewhampshire

His rhetoric is clear and it does
not favor women, people of color,
the LGBTQ community or about
any other marginalized groups.
If Trump became president and I
did not try in some way to prevent
that from becoming reality, then I
would not be able to look myself
in the mirror or even into my children’s faces later on without some
pain of guilt. His legacy would
leave a mark on this great country
that has yet to achieve its full po-

tential due to the hatred and greed
that still divides us. America does
not need another black mark upon
its flag. America needs to start
moving forward into a more equal
and free future. Even though what
we did on Friday was small, with
the help of social media, our message was heard and was a part
of a greater movement that I felt
proud about being a part of. The
best part of the occupation on Friday was that it was done through

music, which is one of the most
innocent forms of expression, and
it was incredibly powerful. I believe the world needs more music.
Trump throughout the election
season has spouted out hate, yet
through the power of music, the
younger generations can tune out
the hate with love and create a
brighter, more inclusive future for
everyone.
-Cate Svedsen
UNH senior

Talking Climate Change
Climate change is the most
pressing issue that will be decided by voters on Nov. 8. While
largely ignored during this election season, this highly politicized issue requires immediate
action if the people of our planet
are to prevent future warming of
2 degrees Celsisus (3.8 degrees
Farenheit) above pre-industrial
levels, the key goal of the Paris
Climate Agreement. As a climate
scientist I can tell you that climate
change is real, caused by humans,
and that the planet has already

warmed nearly 1 degree Celsius
over the past century.
Most Republican candidates
hold the view that climate change
is either a hoax or a natural phenomenon. Democratic candidates
accept climate science and support clear actions that will continue President Obama’s major
climate initiatives (higher mileage
standards, the Clean Power Plan,
signing the Paris Agreement,
among others).
This election will decide
whether the United States will

continue to aggressively address climate change or choose
to ignore it. The future is in your
hands. Climate change is on the
ballot. Your vote will help determine the future of our planet.
Please vote wisely and remember
that the actions of our elected officials—at local, state and federal
levels—will determine our future.
-Barry Rock
Professor Emeritus
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FIELD HOCKEY

Wildcats ride strong regular season finish into playoff bout
By BEN NAWN
STAFF WRITER
The UNH field hockey team
will challenge the University of
Pacific Tigers in the America East
quarterfinals this Friday, Nov. 4 in
Stockton, California to begin the
America East conference tournament. The Wildcats take on the
Tigers for the eighth time in program history sporting a 5-2 overall
record. In last year’s matchup, the
Wildcats fell 2-1 to the Tigers.
Tale of the Tape
The Wildcats, who ended
with four wins in their last five
games, claimed the three seed in

KEIRAN

continued from page 20
Keiran has a unique role on
the team. As a senior captain, she
has had plenty of experience over
her years here and understands
that it’s a team effort every race.
This is evident by her supporting
teammates and working with two
talented freshmen this year, essentially taking them under her
wing.
“[Head coach Robert Hoppler] has basically had me carry
them [through races]. Obviously
it’s their first year, they didn’t
know anything about college running and he just kind of threw
them in there and a lot of our race
plans were ‘go with Sarah,’” Keiran said. “I like it. It’s honestly
more comforting to know you’re
not alone and it helps you trust
your teammates.”
Perhaps one of the most
unique aspects of her journey
at UNH is that she is the only

the East division and most recently beat intrastate rival Dartmouth
6-2 behind senior captain Lindsey
Nerbonne’s hat trick.
For the Wildcats, the offense
will have to be instrumental led
by Nerbonne and forward Ashley
Mendonca. The ‘Cats do have
the offensive power to compete
with a strong Tigers team, but it
will be a challenge. Pacific has
the second-highest offense in the
country (4.66 goals/game) which
is right behind the University of
Connecticut (5.00 goals/game).
Nerbonne and Mendonca have a
combined 24 goals and 51 points
to lead the Wildcats, while Gianna
Bensaia has 13 assists to rank third
in points (15) behind them.

“It is a good matchup. We
felt we played well against them
last year and had opportunities
to score on them. They’re a very
strong team with strong individual
performers, international players that play at a very high level
for their countries. It will pose a
challenge in terms of overall individual skill,” head coach Robin
Balducci said.
For the Tigers, they’re led
by Kriekie van Wyk, Ash Rutherford, Emma Leach and Savannah
Burns. These four players stole the
show this year and broke Pacific’s
program record for assists in one
year as all of them recorded 10 or
more. Van Wyk and Rutherford
tied the school record with 13

woman in program history who
has raced in four straight America
East Championship races every
year since she came to UNH.
What’s even more remarkable is
that those teams have won it those
same four years in a row, something that is almost unheard of.
Speaking highly of her
team’s most recent accomplishment, winning the America East
Championship, it is clear Keiran
is passionate about her teammates
and has helped facilitate a close
team.
“I like to think I develop relationships with everyone in every
grade pretty easily,” Keiran said
on her leadership. “I run better
when I run with my teammates.
I actually perform better with
people than individually; the end
results are better.”
Keiran also reflected on winning the program’s fourth consecutive conference championship,
and the emotion that consumed
her during the event.
“It was real emotional be-

ing on that line… It’s just 10 of
us against 80. So it’s just overwhelming and at the same time
so much fun knowing that all the
work you put in with these girls is
going to pay off and it did,” Keiran said. “I came in with Hannah
Kimball, Amanda Szymanski and
Ellie Purrier. A few other girls too
but I’ve been really close with
them and this was the first time
we ran the conference meet together. I have no other words to
describe it. It was the best.”
Keiran will run at the upcoming regional meet and still has
indoor and outdoor track left for
her senior year. Keiran believes
it’s that the lasting memory will
not be accolades, but friendships
made.
“The people you meet. One
hundred percent. I met my best
friend through this team and she
made such a good point,” Keiran
said. “Yeah I might not remember
my personal records or what place
I got but I’m always going to remember who I did it with.”

Looking for a chance to write for TNH sports?
Come to TNH contributors’ meetings
Mondays at 8 p.m. MUB 132.
or
contact the sports desk
TNHsports@yahoo.com
CREW

continued from page 20
to cross the line, then Canadian native program Carleton
University. Much of Carleton’s
success may have been driven by
the fact that it is a reguraly funded
program which “is a very normal
thing,” according to Rawlinson for
their location..
The performance of the top
two schools did not discourage the
UNH crew team, but rather motivated them.
“Both teams helped push our
women down the course, because
our women could see them coming and kept pushing,” Rawlinson
said.
Rawlinson also emphasized
the preparation that goes into crew
races.

“When it comes to the race itself, preparation is a big piece. The
Head of the Charles is known as a
coxswains’ race and so they do a
lot of work ahead of time,” Rawlinson said. “Knowing the course,
studying it, practicing how to take
turns, and knowing how to take
turns in a way that keeps the boat
level. [Villenueve] and [Jaskulski]
definitely did their homework,
they knew the line they wanted to
make.”
The pride of the UNH crew
team and the overall enjoyment of
racing the Charles does not stem
from the end result. The team is
encouraged to be able to compete
with some of the best programs,
despite not having as many tools
and advantages as other programs.
“I think it’s really cool that
somehow we can compete with
people who have done it since

high school and do have money.
It’s a great feeling to know that
we don’t need those things to be
a successful team,” Simpson said.
And unlike most sports, the
outcome depends entirely on the
athletes’ effort. Boats set out are
entirely on their own for the race,
as Rawlinson has no say in the ingame progress of the team.
“In the world of the rower
and the coxswains, they have to
own it and really know what’s going on,” Rawlinson said.
In sum, racing the Charles
was once again a full team success, despite what the end result
may have been. Rawlinson admires her team’s performance in
the race.
“They’re a great group to
work with and I feel very privileged to work with them,” she
said.

each. Also, Van Wyk recorded the
second-most goals and secondmost points in Pacific history, with
19 goals and 51 points.
“Our real philosophy will be
that we will have to play consistent team play that makes us successful,” Balducci said. “It is a
good matchup, and sometimes if
we play a team that is unknown
is little more worrisome, but with
this we feel okay.”
In the Cage
The Tigers will have senior
Laura Pujade in the cage. Pujade
has started 17 of 18 games this
year posting a 1.81 goals against
average and has made 49 saves.

KENEFICK

continued from page 20
had the goal of becoming allconference which I just made as
well so I kind of checked off both
personal goals which was awesome,” Kenefick said. Kenefick
placed 13th and was first for the
‘Cats in the conference championship meet earning second team
all-conference honors.
With the team currently on
the younger side, Kenefick understands the situation they are in as
being labeled a young, upcoming
team. After placing seventh at the
America East conference championships in 2015, he knew they
were capable of much more, with
the goal of the team being to improve.
“[The goal was] to keep progressing because we are a very
young team and we have a lot to
look forward to, so keep moving
up as a pack really. I couldn’t have
been more proud of them [on Oct.
30],” Kenefick said. “We placed
fourth and I think we turned a lot
of heads being as young as we are
so I think next year and the year
after we’ll have a lot to look forward to.”
One might wonder if captains of teams still get nervous before races. Like Keiran, Kenefick
uses his team to help guide him
mentally through the race.
“Definitely nervousness [on
the start line]. That’s to be expected though. I just try and compose
myself. Last weekend when there
was a huge meet, the conference

The Wildcats, who have
made it to four consecutive America East tournaments, will have
Kelsey Rudert making her first
postseason start. Rudert started
all 18 games this season and has a
2.58 goals against average and has
made 79 saves.
“I’m a big proponent that a
little bit of nerve is not a bad thing.
I don’t think [Rudert] necessarily
is [nervous],” Balducci said. “She
has put in some great performances this season and the team has
confidence in her. She has shown
all season that she is progressing
and maturing. I think she is ready
to go.”
The game will be played at
5:30 ET on Friday, Nov. 4.
championship, I just tried to tell
myself this is just another race
and I try not to get in my head,”
Kenefick said. “I tell myself that
I’m side by side with my teammates and when it comes down to
it they’re going through the same
thing as I am and I try and focus
on my race strategy.”
The love for the sport of
running comes out for Kenefick
when he is able to get a solid
grasp on what he has accomplished through hard numbers.
“It’s so much easier to track
your improvement than in other
sports. If you take a minute off
your cross-country time that
shows what you’ve put in and you
see it directly. I just love that and
it’s kind of what’s pushing me,”
Kenefick said.
At the end of the day,
Kenefick is a focused individual
who enjoys both the team and
personal side of cross-country.
Kenefick overall enjoys the ability to run and get away.
“[I like] the freedom of running really. It acts as a big stress
reliever in my life to be honest.
Just to get out there and run and
let it all out, lose yourself in your
own mind, it’s just so different
than any other sport really.” He
said.
Kenefick will also compete
at the regional meet coming up
and is looking forward to his track
seasons this winter and spring.
With another cross-country season almost over and all-conference honors under his belt, this
captain will surely be ready for
the next one.

COURTESY OF RACHEL RAWLINSON

The Head of the Charles Regatta was held on Oct. 22-23.
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UNH vs. Sacred Heart University
Friday at 7 p.m. Whittemore Center in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 3-3; SHU is 2-4-1

UNH vs. Mercyhurst University
Saturday at 7 p.m. Whittemore Center in Durham, N.H.
UNH is 3-3; MU is 2-2
When it comes to the Atlantic Hockey Association, the Wildcats have already seen their fair
share of troubles.
In a 5-1 season-opening loss
to Bentley University, the Wildcats will once again play host to
not one, but two AHA members
Sacred Heart University and
Mercyhurst University in a twogame home series this weekend.
Considering last year’s below-standard performance at the
Whittemore Center and this season’s early struggles, the Wildcats
have taken a stroll down memory
lane to remind themselves what it
means to put on a UNH Wildcats
hockey jersey.
“Pride, tradition, the Whit-

temore Center. At one time it was
the place to play,” head coach
Dick Umile said. “We talked
about that as a team. Talked about
some of the former teams, former
players. Showed videos several
times of the Whittemore Center…What it’s like to wear the
jersey.”
Bringing back that winning
atmosphere and attitude won’t be
easy, but six home games in the
next seven overall is a solid starting point for this year’s Wildcats.
UNH will battle Sacred
Heart on Friday, Nov. 4. Shutting
down the Pioneers starts with
continuing to pepper opposing
goaltenders. Brett Magnus in particular for the Pioneers has been

shaky. Seeing the majority of
playing time through six games,
he is averaging a 3.19 goals
against average allowing 19 past.
Danny Tirone has a slightly better
stat line to show for comparision,
posting a 2.84 goals against average letting only 14 past. For an
offense that has posted 21 goals
this season, consistent offensive
pressure on a vulnerable goaltending core will be one of the keys
to victory, as opposed to a more
defensive-minded
gameplan.
With the rise of early-season star
Patrick Grasso, the Wildcats have
plenty of ammunition to provide.
Concerning
Mercyhurst,
the Lakers will be heading into
their fifth and sixth games of

the season, the past three games
were at home and one was at a
nuetral site. Their most recent
matchup resulted in a 6-3 victory over American International
College. To come out with a victory over the Lakers, the Wildcats
will have to contain the Lakers’
top two scorers: Derek Barach
and Lester Lancaster. Both have
four goals on the season. Barach
leads the team with seven points
overall. The Wildcats have 62
blocked shots this season. If the
game comes down to any small
component, it will be blocked
shots. Keep open shots away
from Tirone and UNH will find
success in the offensive game.
A two-game homestand be-

fore returning to heavy competition next Tuesday, Nov. 8 vs. No.
5 Boston College allows UNH to
get some much-needed momentum heading back into a Hockey
East mindset. The pride of UNH
hockey may lie at stake in these
two home games and beyond, as
the result of this weekend could
very well be a lasting impression
on a new fan’s view on this young
Wildcat team. Against some lessintensive competition, the Wildcats have an opportunity to prove
that they are still a high-caliber
team to play, and both games being held at the Whittemore Center give the Wildcats a chance to
establish home dominance once
again.

Wildcat thoughts
It’s something we
take pride in it ourselves to be Wildcats and to be able
to make this place a
tough rink for other
teams to come in
and play.”

“We have to have pride
playing at home. We
come out full force
all 60 minutes and
be proud to wear our
sweaters.”
-Marcus Vela
sophomore forward

-Patrick Grasso
freshman forward

CHINA WONG/STAFF

CHINA WONG/STAFF

Coach Umile’s Take:
“First of all, it’s nice to win. Winning’s
everything. There’s no substance to
[losing,] the other substance is misery.”
Head coach Dick Umile

STATof theDAY

6

Games the
Wildcats will
host in the next
seven games
overall.

TNH Picks
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor:
2-0 UNH over SHU; 4-1 UNH over MU
Zack Holler, Sports Editor:
5-1 UNH over SHU; 4-2 UNH over MU
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‘Go with Sarah’ Follow his lead

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Keiran has won the America East Championships all four years.

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Kenefick finished 13th in the America East Championships on Oct. 29.

By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER

By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER

Sarah Keiran, an accounting major with a women’s studies minor, has been a contributor for the ‘Cats since her first season with the team in 2013. The Massachusetts
native was attracted to the school for both academics and team dynamics. Usually a
prospective high school athlete only uses one of five of the official visits they are allowed
by the NCAA when visiting a school for athletics. Keiran ended up absorbing herself in
the cross-country team right away, using four of her five official visits.
Upon deciding on UNH, she said that she informed her twin sister, Tina Keiran, to
choose another school. Tina now runs for the University of Vermont.

Timothy Kenefick is a junior finance major from Guilford, Connecticut. He is the
captain of the men’s cross-country team and said that he loved the great team atmosphere from his first official visit his senior year of high school.
“I like the small town feeling of Durham because it reminds me of home. I was really drawn by how everyone was so close together on the team,” Kenefick said.
Kenefick has been the ‘Cats’ lead man in almost every one of their races this year
and it is clear he is goal-driven. “I wanted to run [a time of] 25:30 in the 8-[kilometer
race] and I actually did that in our past race in our conference championship and I also

KEIRAN continued on page 18

KENEFICK continued on page 18

CLUB SPORTS

UNH crew turns heads in Head of the Charles return
By GABRIELLE
LAMONTAGNE
STAFF WRITER
and
By BRIAN DUNN
SPORTS EDITOR
In the largest two-day regatta
in the world, the UNH women’s
crew team came in third in the
Head of the Charles Regatta race
held Oct. 22-23. It is a 5-kilometer race taking place on the
Charles River in Massachusetts.
Both the men’s and women’s crew
teams had a boat in the event.
“For the women’s team, it
was great for them to bag third.
Sometimes when a team that
doesn’t usually come in first wins,
like they did last year, people can
think it was a fluke. Coming in
third this year proves that it’s because they’re good,” coach Rachel
Rawlinson said. “I think on the
men’s side, we haven’t been up the
Charles with them in a while, but
they were right in the mix with a
whole lot of regional teams.”
“There were about as many
competing here as there were in
the Olympics as a whole,” senior
Anna Simpson said.

COURTESY OF RACHEL RAWLINSON

The UNH women’s crew team posing with their bronze medals after the two-day regatta.
Senior Courtney O’Brien
also mentioned that the women’s
crew team won this event last
year. O’Brien said that they “were
pretty excited to see how [they]
would stack up again.”
Many of last year’s crew
team members returned to the

Charles for another shot at the
gold. However for some, it was a
first-time experience.
“It was the first time in my
time at UNH that we’d been given the opportunity to race in the
Charles,” junior Aidan Reo said.
The women’s boat that won

third place was made up of coxswain Emily Villeneuve and rowers Megan Mottola, Simpson,
O’Brien and Sydney Michalak.
The men’s boat was made up of
Coxswain Andrea Jaskulski and
Rowers Will Amar, Grant Erickson, Reo and Ronnie Houston.

The men’s boat in particular
was an inexperienced pack heading into the Head of the Charles.
“Four of the five of us in the
men’s boat had never raced in
the Head of the Charles before,”
Jaskulski said.
Placing in one of the top
spots will earn you a selection into
next year’s race. But for UNH, the
experience is enriching in itself.
“If you end up placing well
you get an automatic bid for next
year, which is pretty cool, but even
getting to race in it is really cool.”
Simpson said.
O’Brien said that “for the fall
season this is [their] biggest race.”
The Wildcat crew team works all
throughout the fall season preparing for one of the biggest events
for all teams competing.
The weather conditions were
not ideal on the day, and it became
an instrumental factor in the race.
“There was a lot of wind,
which means bad news for boats
that sit really low on the water,”
Simpson said.
For reference, Michalak, a
junior in her third year of rowing said, “No wind, flat water are
ideal conditions.”
Barry University was the first
CREW continued on page 18

